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DID THE PROJECT MEET YOUR
EXPECTATIONS?

5
68.4%

4
26.3%

3
5.3%

1 - No, not at all
5 - Yes, it did



ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Yes!! I really liked it. Some suggestion: I think water should be put outside and made
available easily.
It has overcome my expectations
It was one of the best project where I've been, thank u so much ❤ 

It was a little tiring and intensive for me but I learned a lot of new things during these
days
It was great to listen to different people experiences with On-line learning and I'm happy
that they have been for the most part honest about their feelings about on-line learning.
A big disappointment was that in a project about on-line learning we had problems with
the internet connection.
I found it ready fruitful.It helped me polished my skills and let me know about other
cultures.In my opinion listening from instructor regarding the issues of online education
was wonderful but may be it would be better to limit it to two teacher for the next time.
Actually it surpassed my expectations pretty much
It was a special one
It was my first project and I really enjoyed it. I did not expect it to be that good in every
aspect of the training course.



WHAT NEW COMPETENCES RELATED TO
ONLINE LEARNING/WORK DID YOU ACQUIRE
DURING THE PROJECT?

Debate
DEBATES, public speaking, problem solving, basic video editing,
Video editing
New technical equipments (filmora)
I learned how to use zoom, make meeting there. I got to know a lot of useful apps for
learning online from teachers.
Learned how to make google rooms and pull in teams.
Working with Zoom, working with filmora, life broadcasting
I know how to use zoom meetings, create quizzez, how to make live broadcast, debates
online
I have learned about Oxford debates
I learnt a new information about digital platforms which was implement during covid-
2019, also, how use some of them in work and study
The opportunities with Zoom, new online tools for education, video maker software,
communication skills, energizers, icebreakers.



Learning to learn, communicating meaningful with others, how to use different online
methods in working with young people
New knowledge about some zoom options and video making skills
I learned about online training tools that I can further research depending on my future
needs.
I really learned more how to use zoom. New ideas how to make online meetings more
interesting.
I had just a basic knowledge regarding the video editing and I got to know a about it
more .Apart from that there were some specific features in zoom which I wasn't aware
but I got to know in this project.Apart from that I got to know about some apps like
quizzlet etc which was new to me.
Temporary gain of self-confidence, insight how to dabate and how Oxford debates work,
how to cooperate etc., get to know Zoom, Filmora, StreamYard environments
Knowledge about organization meetings in Zoom. And I learned a lot of new programs for
working online(quizlet, teams, filmora) which could help me in future.
I learned how to engage people in activities even in online space. Also, how to use Zoom,
Filmora and Kahoot properly. I learned about "Oxford style" debates and improved soft
skills.



HOW WILL YOU USE THE KNOWLEDGE GAINED
DURING THIS TRAINING COURSE IN YOUR
FUTURE ACTIVITIES?

I will use at my job.
I think I can apply these to my career and
I do not know
I'm gonna share with my collauges, students, participants, keep presentation in the local
communities, schools.
I am a ballet teacher. If in the future we will have a remote learning, like we had this two
years, I will definitely use all the knowledge I got on this project.
I will know how to create google rooms and pull in teams, now I will know how to use
certain apps.
I will get more confidence, I will be able to use Zoom
I will feel more comfortable with organising meetings online, creating debates, making
videos
For sure I will use some exercises methods with people who I know
I hope its really will be useful in my future career, also I be able to use some of
knowledge in my study process. I would like to share my experience with students from
my university and my friends



I will use the knowledge in online activity with young people
I will use more options in zoom meetings. I will take some activities (workshops/team
buildings) ideas and use them from my future
I will be more open to online trainings or meetings and I will appreciate more the
commodity of them. I learned that there are times when online meetings have their
place, and if all the people involved are properly trained, nice things can happen in online
too!
I will use a lot of things in my future online meetings.
I will use it for making my online session/meeting more interesting by using the
features/tools I have used here.
I'll spread what we were doing here to my friends and anybody interested, I may start to
create videos or maybe I'll apply to an alternative to Oxford debates provided by our uni, I
could utilize the knowledge how to make videos live
For now i don't know, but i am sure, that I have greatly expanded my horizons in this
topic and that in the future this knowledge will be used.
I will implement it into my school work. It will be very useful when making presentations
or group projects. I gained many knowledge on how to work in teams so I will definitely
use some of the techniques mentioned in workshops.



DID YOU GET ENOUGH INFORMATION FROM
YOUR SENDING ORGANIZATION BEFORE
COMING TO THIS TRAINING COURSE?
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10.5%

1 - No, not at all
5 - Yes, absolutely



DID YOU GET ENOUGH INFORMATION FROM
THE HOST ORGANIZATION BEFORE COMING TO
THIS TRAINING COURSE?
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3
5.3%

1 - No, not at all
5 - Yes, absolutely


